WDC AL Ranking
Only the WDC AL can grant competitions ranking-status in the series on request.
Ranking points will be given in each separate series.
Ranking points will be given in ballroom and latin.
Ranking points are given to the following agegroups in ballroom and latin:
Juvenile – under 12
Junior – under 16
Youth – under 21
Adults
Senior – over 30
Senior – over 50
Since Under 10, under 14, under 19 can all dance one agegroup higher and over 40, over 60 can dance one
agegroup lower, they are also included in the ranking when they choose to do so.
The existing system and algorythm used in the WDC professional events will be used.
The points will be adapted per agegroup.
The World ranking will finish with the World Championships as last competition.
On these occasions ranking-monies will be allocated to the couples according to their ranking-position.
Only couples where both partners are registered in the WDC AL will be included in the ranking.
Inclusion and ranking points given of course from the moment of registration.
The fees to become part of these series are specified in the application form.
Normal WDC AL rules apply.
The WDC AL grants this status.
World Super Series include:
* all current WDC World Super Series events
* WDC AL World Championships
* Special events granted this status
World Series include:
* all current WDC World Series events
* WDC AL World Cups
* WDC AL World Trophies
* Special events granted this status
Continental Series include:
* WDC AL Continental Championships
* WDC AL Continental Cups
* WDC AL Continental Trophies
* Special events granted this status by the WDC AL
National Series include:
* WDC AL National Championships
* Special Ranking events granted this status by WDC AL on request of the member organisations.
Top Turnier - scrutineering system
The system is advised to use on competitions.
* The results can be put on internet immediately after the competition.
* The ranking-system can import the results easily.
For an organizer it needs both hardware and software.
Hardware:
A computer, around 20 PADS, a safe WIFI on location to allow the communication between PADS and computer.
Software:
The WDC AL license allows you to install the software on the computer and PADS for free.
The WDC AL provides training of your scrutineers (“power-users”) for free.
To obtain a fully operational system an investment of around 3000,- euro in hardware is neccesary.
The system can be used for more competitions.

It would be ideal if countries would obtain this for her members / organizers.

